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ABSTRACT: Understanding the intrinsic properties of single conduct-
ing polymer chains is of interest, largely for their applications in
molecular devices. In this study, we report the accommodation of single
polysilane chains with hole-transporting ability in porous coordination
polymers (PCPs), [Al(OH)(L)]n (1a; L = 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate,
channel size = 8.5 × 8.5 Å2, 1b; L = 4,4′-biphenyldicarboxylate, channel
size = 11.1 × 11.1 Å2). Interestingly, the isolation of single polysilane
chains increased the values of carrier mobility in comparison with that in
the bulk state due to the elimination of the slow interchain hole hopping.
Moreover, even when the chains are isolated one another, the main chain
conformation of polysilane could be controlled by changing the pore
environment of PCPs, as evidenced by Raman spectroscopy, solid-state
NMR measurements, and molecular dynamics simulation. Hence, we
succeeded in varying the conducting property of single polysilane chains. Additionally, polysilanes have a drawback,
photodegradation under ultraviolet light, which should be overcome for the application of polysilanes. It is noteworthy that the
accommodation of polysilane in the nanopores did not exhibit photodegradation. These results highlight that PCP−polysilane
hybrids are promising candidates for further use in the field of molecular electronics.

■ INTRODUCTION

Molecular devices will play a crucial role in the future for the
growing interest of device miniaturization with the final goal of
saving energy and space.1−3 Conducting polymers can be
expected to serve as molecular wires connecting organic
molecules and electrodes; therefore, many attempts have
been made to elucidate the properties of single conducting
polymer chains.4−6 Confinement of polymer chains in porous
materials is a feasible method to isolate single polymer chains,
permitting the study of their properties, such as conductivity
and fluorescence of macromolecules in nanochannels of
zeolites, mesoporous silicas, and organic crystalline hosts.7−16

Indeed, this approach can prevent the entanglement and
conformational disorder occurring in bulk polymers.17,18 For
future applications of such chemical entities in molecular-scale
devices, there is a need to understand confinement effects that
affect the properties of the individual chains.19 As a
consequence of the isolated chain state, the properties of the
polymer might be radically affected by the environment
surrounding the macromolecules: in fact, the size, shape, and
surface functionality of the restricted spaces can deeply

modulate the conformational and electronic structures of the
polymers. In this regard, the preparation of properly engineered
nanochannels with controlled pore structures is an essential
prerequisite because they can offer opportunities to study
confinement effects on single polymer chains in rationally
designed pores.
For this purpose, we employed porous coordination

polymers (PCPs) or metal−organic frameworks (MOFs),
prepared by the self-assembly of metal ions and functional
organic ligands,20−22 which offer a wide range of applications,
such as gas separation, heterogeneous catalysis, and sens-
ing.23−27 The advantages of PCPs are controllable channel size
through the precise choice of organic ligands, metal ions, and
synthesis conditions. Compared with the conventional porous
materials, these intriguing features of PCPs allow us to achieve
precise molecular assemblies in the nanochannels, which are of
key importance for elucidating the properties of the confined
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materials, such as phase transitions, dynamics, and ion
mobility.19,28,29

Herein, we report the incorporation of polysilane into the
nanochannels of PCPs as individual chains. Polysilanes exhibit
unique optical and electrical properties, such as backbone
electronic transition with UV−vis absorption, high quantum
yield of fluorescence, and high mobility of charge carriers,30−32

which are attributed to delocalization of σ-electrons along the
main chain. The conformation of the polymer chain, which is
sensitive to temperature (thermochromism) and to solvent
(solvatochromism), strongly influences the σ-conjugation
system.33 However, the σ-conjugation of polysilane becomes
inefficient under UV exposure because of photodegradation.
Silyl radicals and silylenes were generated by the cleavage of the
Si−Si bond using UV irradiation.34 These species are unstable
and react with oxygen molecules immediately to form siloxane
and silanol structures, which causes a reduction in conjugation
length and the consequent decrease of fluorescence quantum
yield and carrier mobility. Therefore, improvement in photo-
stability is highly desirable for light-emitting devices and solar
cells.35

There have been only a few attempts to isolate polysilane
chains, for example, by fixing the polymer chain-end to a solid
surface or embedding polysilane into a silica-based materi-
als.36,37 However, the confinement and manipulation of single
polysilane chains at the nanometric level has never been
achieved so far. Here we fabricated host−guest adducts by
inclusion of polymethylpropylsilane (PMPrS) in the nano-
channels of two porous coordination polymers with distinct
channel sizes (Figure 1). The PCPs of choices exhibited the
general chemical formula [Al(OH)(L)]n in which the ligand
(L) corresponds to 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate (DUT-4,
denoted as 1a) and 4,4′-biphenyldicarboxylate (DUT-5,
denoted as 1b) (Figure 1a, 1b). The channels with cross

sections of 8.5 × 8.5 Å2 and 11.1 × 11.1 Å2, respectively, can
accommodate individual polymer chains and precisely modu-
late their conformational properties. Moreover, the alternation
of 1a and 1b enabled changing the conduction property of
single polysilane chains. Indeed, the isolated polymer chains
exhibited higher values of charge carrier mobility than that of
the bulk state. Additionally, photodegradation phenomena of
the polymer can be avoided by the host crystal structure, which
acted as a protective shell for the macromolecules.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All of the reagents and chemicals used were obtained

from commercial sources, unless otherwise noted. 1 was prepared
according to previously described methods.38

Synthesis of PMPrS. PMPrS was prepared using the Wurtz-type
condensation reaction of dichloromethylpropylsilane (20 mmol) with
sodium in toluene (14 mL) at 120 °C for 2 h in the presence of
chlorotrimethylsilane (10 mmol) as a terminator, and then isolated by
fractional precipitation with careful successive additions of 2-propanol
(5 mL) and methanol (5 mL) to eliminate the higher molecular weight
fraction of the bimodal distribution. The insoluble PMPrS fraction
after the addition of methanol was dried in a vacuum (yield: 19%).
Gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) measurement of the resultant
PMPrS showed a number-average molecular weight (Mn) of 3600 with
respect to a polystyrene standard.

Introduction of PMPrS into 1. The host−guest composites of
1⊃PMPrS were prepared by direct encapsulation of PMPrS into host
matrices. The inclusion ratio of PMPrS to 1 was adjusted not to exceed
the completely filled amounts in the nanochannels. The general
incorporation procedure was as follows. Compound 1 (150 mg) was
dried by evacuation at 150 °C for 5 h. Subsequently, the host powder
was immersed in hexane solution (1 mL) of PMPrS (64 mg) at room
temperature. To incorporate PMPrS into the nanochannels, hexane
was completely removed by evacuation at an elevated temperature of
120 °C for 12 h to obtain powdery composites (211 mg).

Photoirradiation of Bulk PMPrS and 1⊃PMPrS. UV light was
irradiated upon 1⊃PMPrS and bulk PMPrS under air atmosphere with
a 500 W ultrahigh-pressure mercury lamp (300−400 nm) for 24 h at
room temperature.

Extraction of PMPrS. 1⊃PMPrS was stirred for 0.5 h in 0.05 M
aqueous solution of sodium ethylenediaminetetraacetate (Na4-EDTA)
to decompose 1; subsequently, hexane was used to extract PMPrS
from an aqueous solution. The isolated PMPrS was washed with water
and dried under a reduced pressure at room temperature.

Measurement. X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) data were
collected on a Rigaku RINT 2000 Ultima diffractometer with Cu
Kα radiation. The adsorption isotherms of nitrogen at 77 K were
measured by BELSORP-mini equipment. Before the adsorption
measurements, the sample was treated under reduced pressure
(<10−2 Pa) at 373 K for 5 h. Particle size distributions of dry powder
samples were measured using a HORIBA Partica LA-950 laser
diffraction particle size analyzer. Microscopic Raman spectroscopy was
carried out using a LabRAM HR-800 spectrometer (HORIBA Jobin
Yvon Ltd.) at temperatures in the range 300−353 K using an LK-600
hot stage (Linkam). A 785 nm semiconductor laser was used as the
excitation source. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried
out with Seiko Instruments DSC 6220 under N2 atm. The scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) images were collected by using a Hitachi
S-3000N SEM system operated at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.
Samples were placed on a conducting carbon tape attached by SEM
grid, and then coated with platinum. Gel permeation chromatograph
measurement on the PMPrS was performed in CHCl3 at 40 °C on
three linear-type polystyrene gel columns (Shodex K-805L) that were
connected to a Jasco PU-980 precision pump, a Jasco RI-930 refractive
index detector, and a Jasco UV-970 UV−vis detector set at 256 nm.
UV−vis spectra were recorded on a JASCO V-670 spectrometer. The
solid-state NMR spectra were run at 75.5 MHz for 13C and at 59.6
MHz for 29Si on a Bruker Avance 300 instrument operating at a static

Figure 1. (a) Schematic image for nanochannel structures of PCP
hosts. [Al(OH)L]n (Al, pink; O, red; C, gray; 1a, L = 2,6-
naphthalenedicarboxylate; 1b, L = 4,4′-biphenyldicarboxylate). (b)
X-ray structures of 1a (Al, pink; O, red; C, gray). Hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity. (c) Molecular structure of polymethylpropylsilane.
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field of 7.04 T equipped with high-power amplifiers (1 kW) and a 4
mm double resonance MAS probe. The samples were spun at a
spinning speed of 15 kHz, and ramped-amplitude cross-polarization
(RAMP−CP) transfer of magnetization was applied. The 90° pulse for
protons was 2.9 μs (86 kHz). 13C and 29Si cross-polarization (CP)
magic angle spinning (MAS) experiments were performed using a
recycle delay of 6 s and a contact time of 2 and 8 ms, respectively.
Quantitative fully relaxed 13C and 29Si single-pulse excitation (SPE)
experiments with dipolar decoupling from hydrogen were run using a
recycle delay of 100 s. Phase-modulated Lee−Goldburg (PMLG)
heteronuclear 1H−13C and 1H−29Si correlation (HETCOR) experi-
ments combined with fast MAS allowed the recording of 2-D spectra
with high resolution both in the hydrogen and rare-nuclei dimensions.
PMLG 1H−13C and 1H−29Si HETCOR spectra were run with an LG
period of 18.9 μs. Quadrature detection in t1 was achieved using the
time proportional phase increments (TPPI) method. Efficient transfer
of magnetization to the carbon nuclei was performed applying a
RAMP−CP sequence. CP times from 2 to 8 ms were applied. Carbon
and silicon signals were acquired during t2 under proton decoupling
applying a two-pulse phase modulation (TPPM) scheme. Quantitative
1H MAS NMR measurements were performed with a Bruker Avance
III 600 MHz instrument operating at 14.1 T, using a recycle delay of
20 s. A MAS Bruker probe head was used with 2.5 mm ZrO2 rotors
spinning at 33 kHz. 2-D 1H double-quantum combined rotation and
multiple pulse spectroscopy (2-D 1H DQ CRAMPS) experiments
were run at a MAS frequency of 13.6 kHz. The excitations and
reconversion of DQ coherence (DQC) was achieved using the POST-
C7 recoupling sequence, while windowed phase-modulated Lee−
Goldburg decoupling sequences (wPMLG) were applied in t1 and t2.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations. MD simulations were

performed using the Materials Studio Modeling v4.4 software package
(Accelrys Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) using the Universal Force Field,
as implemented in the Forcite module. The charges were dealt with by
the charge equilibration method in this system. The initial structure of
1 was generated based on the X-ray crystal structure of 1. The quench
dynamics with the optimized structures were conducted at 493 K, and
then, MD calculations were carried out at 293 K for 1000 ps under
NVT conditions.
Time-Resolved Microwave Conductivity (TRMC) Measure-

ments. Excitation was carried out using nanosecond laser pulses of a
Nd:YAG laser (third harmonic generation, THG (355 nm) and FHG
(266 nm) from Spectra Physics, INDI-HG, fwhm 3−5 ns). The
photon density of the laser was set at 1.0 × 1016 photons/cm2. The
microwave frequency and power were set at ∼9.1 GHz and 3 mW,
respectively, for the flash-photolysis (FP)−TRMC measurement, and
the polycrystalline film of 1⊃PMPrS in PMMA matrix fixed onto a
quartz substrate was set at the electric field maximum in the microwave
cavity. All of the above experiments were carried out at room
temperature. Photoconductivity transients (Δσ) in the samples are
given as a function of photocarrier generation yield (Φ) and the sum
(Σμ) of the mobilities of positive (μ+) and negative (μ−) charge
carriers as

∑σ μΔ = ΦeN (1)

and the value of Φ was determined from the transient absorption
spectroscopy (TAS) of the sample. The number of photons absorbed
by the sample was estimated based on the power loss of incident laser
pulses averaged over 128 shots. The other details of the setup of the
FP−TRMC apparatus are described elsewhere.4,39 An in situ TAS
measurement assigned the conductivity kinetics to positive charge
species and determined its concentration quantitatively. The THG and
FHG laser pulses from the nanosecond laser were used as excitation
light sources. The incident excitation photon densities in the present
paper were set at 1.0 × 1016 photons/cm2. The continuum white light
from a Xe lamp was used as a monitor light source, and in situ
spectroscopy of TAS and kinetics were carried out over the time and
wavelength ranges of 12−32 μs and 380−440 nm, respectively. The
value of Φ was determined based on the transient absorption observed
at 400 nm attributed to radical cations with ε+ of 3.8 × 104 mol−1 dm3

cm−1.40 The monitoring white light continuum as well as emission
from the polycrystalline 1⊃PMPrS was passed to a grating unit
(Hamamatsu, C5094) and scanned by a wide-dynamic-range streak
camera (Hamamatsu, C7700). The streak image was collected via a
CCD camera (Hamamatsu, C4742−98). To examine the value of Φ
for bulk PMPrS, TRMC and TAS measurements were carried out in a
PMMA matrix with N,N′-bis(2,5-di-tert-butylphenyl)-3,4,9,10-peryle-
nedicarboximide (PDI, 10 wt %). The PDI is useful to estimate Φ
through monitoring of the radical anions generated by photoinduced
electron transfer.41

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of 1⊃PMPrS. PMPrS was prepared by a
Wurtz-type condensation reaction using chlorotrimethylsilane
as a terminator to obtain PMPrS with relatively low molecular
weight (Mn = 3600, Mw/Mn = 1.64). Then, PMPrS was
introduced into the nanochannels of 1 at an elevated
temperature of 120 °C (above the melting temperature of
neat PMPrS) via polymer melt processing, providing the
nanocomposite 1⊃PMPrS. Considering the channel size of 1
(1a: 8.5 × 8.5 Å2; 1b: 11.1 × 11.1 Å2) and the lateral
encumbrance of PMPrS (7.4 Å), a single-chain would be
incorporated in each channel of 1. The PMPrS mass fraction in
the nanocomposites corresponded to 0.3: this value was
optimized so that the amount of the polymer did not exceed
the capacity of the nanochannels.
Formation of the resulting composites was confirmed by X-

ray powder diffraction (XRPD). The diffraction pattern of
1⊃PMPrS compounds did not contain any peaks ascribable to
bulk PMPrS (Figure 2a). No change in the peak positions was
observed after incorporation of PMPrS, indicating that the
crystal structures of 1 were maintained on inclusion of PMPrS.
The introduction of PMPrS into the nanochannels of 1 was

Figure 2. (a) XRPD patterns and (b) DSC heating curves of bulk
PMPrS, 1, and 1⊃PMPrS. The heating rate of the measurements was
10 K min−1.
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evident from the change in the relative peak intensities because
of the different electron density distribution when the polymer
is confined in the channels.19 The DSC scan for the neat
PMPrS sample presented an endothermic peak at 37 °C as the
melting temperature of PMPrS (Figure 2b). In contrast, no
transitions were detected in the nanocomposites, suggesting no
excess PMPrS existed outside 1 (Figure 2b). For comparison,
samples with an excess polymer (polymer mass fraction of 0.4)
showed a small endothermic peak, corresponding to the
melting of excess PMPS lying outside the nanochannels (Figure
S1, Supporting Information). The nitrogen adsorption
measurement of 1⊃PMPrS showed the drastic decrease in
the amount of adsorption compared with those of the pristine
empty hosts, verifying the presence of PMPrS within the
nanochannels (Figure S2). In addition, SEM images showed
that the crystal size and morphology of the host compounds did
not change after introduction of PMPrS, which is consistent
with the analysis of particle size distribution by laser light
diffraction (Figures S3 and S4). This is a clear indication that
no excess polymer is deposited over the crystals and the host
crystal structure is fully retained after polymer migration into
the channels.
Independent information concerning the composition of the

nanostructured materials was obtained from high resolution 1H
MAS NMR spectra recorded at 600 MHz (Figure S5). The
spectra exhibited the characteristic signals of polysilane and
host matrix and the quantitative evaluation of the peak integrals
indicates that the molar ratio between the host ligand and the
monomer unit of the polymer was 1:1.1 and 1:1.3 for
1a⊃PMPrS and 1b⊃PMPrS, respectively. This result ensures
that the polymer does not exceed the amount necessary to fill
the channels.
Multinuclear 2-D NMR is a powerful method to provide

information about the components in a complex system and
especially in host−guest systems, in which the two constituents
are intimately interacting. Notably, the 2-D 1H−13C HETCOR
NMR spectrum of 1a⊃PMPrS (Figure 3a), performed under

Lee−Goldburg homonuclear decoupling and 2 ms CP time,
highlighted not only the intramolecular correlations of the host
and the guest separately, but exhibited cross-peaks associated
with the intermolecular host−guest interactions that occurred
through dipole−dipole interactions at short distances of less
than 5 Å.42 In Figure 3a, the intense cross correlations that arise
from the aromatic hydrogens of the host ligand (δH = 8.1 ppm)
to the carbon nuclei of guest PMPrS (δC = 20.1 and −4.9 ppm)
and from guest hydrogens (δH = −1 ppm) to the host matrix
(δC = 130−135 ppm) are highlighted in orange. The 2-D
1H−29Si HETCOR spectrum also revealed the through-space
host−guest interactions; in fact, intense cross correlations
between the host aromatic hydrogens and silicon atoms of the
silicon backbone of the guest polymer were observed (Figure
3b). Moreover, the extended host−guest interface was
strikingly corroborated by the solid-state 2-D 1H−1H DQ
CRAMPS NMR spectrum, performed at 600 MHz 1H Larmor
frequency and applying w-PMLG decoupling in both
dimensions to achieve high resolution in the proton
domain.43−46 This NMR technique brings to light a unique
observation of intermolecular host−guest relationships across
the extended interfaces, exploiting the 1H−1H dipolar coupling
to probe through-space proximities between host and guest
protons. In the 2-D 1H−1H spectrum of Figure 3c, the
correlations between host and guest hydrogens emerge,
providing a direct observation of the polymer chains included
in the host nanochannels.
Similarly, the 2-D 1H−13C and 1H−29Si 2-D NMR spectra of

1b⊃PMPrS composite (Figure S6) clearly underlined the close
proximity of the polymer to the matrix and thus the
accommodation of guest polymer chains in the host pores,
although in the 2-D 1H−13C NMR spectrum, intense cross-
peaks were detected only at longer contact times (e.g., 5 ms).
These results demonstrate that the confined polymer chains are
located at longer distances with respect to the host ligands in
matrix 1b, while the polymer chains sit at shorter distances in
1a because they are encapsulated in narrower nanochannels.

Figure 3. 2-D HETCOR NMR spectra of 1a⊃PMPrS: (a), (b) 1H−13C and 1H−29Si spectra recorded by applying phase-modulated Lee−Goldburg
decoupling and contact times of 2 and 8 ms, respectively. In the hydrogen domain, the 1-D 1H MAS spectrum (600 MHz and 33 kHz spinning
speed) is reported. In the carbon and silicon domains, the 13C CP−MAS spectrum at 75.5 MHz and the 29Si projection at 59.6 MHz are reported,
respectively. Blue, green, and orange cross-signals correspond to host−host, guest−guest, and host−guest interactions, respectively. (c) 2-D 1H−1H
DQ CRAMPS NMR spectrum of 1a⊃PMPrS (600 MHz and 13.6 kHz spinning speed). Host−guest correlations are indicated in orange.
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Conformation of PMPrS in 1. The molecular conforma-
tion of PMPrS encapsulated in 1 was investigated using Raman
spectroscopy (Figure 4). The intensity of the peak correspond-

ing to the symmetric stretching vibrations ν(Si−C) at ca. 670
cm−1 strongly depends on the main chain conformation.47 The
relative intensity of this peak increases with increasing the
amount of s-trans conformation. In our materials, the intensity
of the ν(Si−C) peak of 1a⊃PMPrS was higher than that of
1b⊃PMPrS, indicating that PMPrS chains preferred to form a
linear structure with increasing s-trans conformation in the
smaller channels of 1a. At room temperature, the intensity of
the ν(Si−C) peak of bulk PMPrS is similar to that of
1a⊃PMPrS. This is because bulk PMPrS includes crystalline s-
trans conformation.48 On heating the bulk PMPrS from room
temperature to 80 °C, the intensity of the peak underwent a
large change, which showed the transformation from solid to
liquid states accompanied by a large conformational change in
the PMPrS chains.47 However, it was striking that the intensity
of PMPrS in 1a was almost unchanged at the same temperature
of 80 °C (Figure 4). A stretched conformation of PMPrS
resulted from the confinement effect of 1a, in which the PMPrS
chains were forced to form an extended linear structure in the
narrow 1-D channels.49

Fully relaxed 29Si MAS NMR experiments detected the
polymer main-chain nuclei as two signals resonating at about δSi
= −32 and −36 ppm (Figure 5a, 5b): the downfield signal
prevails when the polymer is confined to the narrow channel of
host 1a, whereas the upfield signal prevails for the polymer in
the wider cavities of host 1b. The signal multiplicity cannot be
due to structural defects or stereochemical sequences because a
single narrow peak was exhibited by the bulk polymer in
solution. Instead, the backbone conformations adopted by the
polymer included in the two distinct-size pores are the origin of
the 29Si chemical shift change. Specifically, the trans
conformation of the main chain implies two gauche arrange-
ments of C1 (C1 = CH3 or CH2) carbon atoms of the side
groups with respect to the observed Si nucleus (Figure 5a),
whereas a deviation of the main chain away from the trans
conformation of about 30° rotates the Si−Si−Si−C1 dihedral
angle toward an eclipsed arrangement (see Figure 5a), as

described in the literature for polysilane conformers in
polymorphic phases.50 The quasi-eclipsed conformation
produces a remarkable shielding effect of about 4 ppm in the
29Si spectrum and is at the origin of the signal at δSi = −36 ppm.
The stretched trans conformation prevails in the narrow
channel, which induced severe lateral confinement squeezing
the polymer chain, while the extra room available in the wider
channels allows for the development of cumbersome main-
chain conformations that explore frequent arrangements
deviating from trans. Such a fine control of the polymer
conformations and a sensible NMR-resonance shift were rarely
obtained by inclusion in nanochannels or by mechanical
stretching.51−54

Furthermore, the conformation of PMPrS chains confined in
the nanochannels was studied theoretically using the molecular
dynamics (MD) method (Figure 5c, 5d). In MD simulations,
PMPrS chains in 1a formed an extended linear structure in the
narrow 1-D channels in a single-chain manner; in contrast,
those in 1b formed a disordered chain conformation, which is
consistent with the results of 29Si MAS NMR and the Raman

Figure 4. Variable temperature Raman spectra of 1, 1⊃PMPrS, and
bulk PMPrS.

Figure 5. 29Si MAS NMR spectra of 1a⊃PMPrS (a) and 1b⊃PMPrS
(b) recorded with a recycle delay of 100 s. The Newman projections
viewed along the main-chain Si−Si bond are associated with the
downfield (yellow) and upfield (orange) signals. Conformational
arrangement of the included polymer as derived by MD simulation:
(c) in the narrow channel of host 1a and (d) in the wide channel of
host 1b. Substituents of PMPrS are omitted for clarity. (Si, light green;
O, red; C, light pink; H, white.).
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spectroscopy measurements. The overall characterizations of
1⊃PMPS compounds clearly indicated that single polysilane
chains are included into the nanopores and rare control of the
conformation of polysilane chains by tuning the pore size of
PCPs was achieved.
Charge Carrier Mobility of PMPrS in 1. To study the

carrier mobility of single polysilane chains, we performed a
transient photoconductivity (ϕΣμ) measurement of bulk
PMPrS and 1⊃PMPrS using FP−TRMC measurements, in
which ϕ and Σμ are the charge carrier generation yield and the
sum of the charge carrier mobilities, respectively.39,55,56 The
values of ϕ were derived from TAS measurements. To facilitate
the charge carrier generation of bulk PMPrS, FP−TRMC and
TAS measurements were carried out in polymer film blended
with PDI.57 1⊃PMPrS and bulk PMPrS displayed a clear
conductivity signal (Figures 6 and S7). Interestingly, the

introduction of single polysilane chains led to the increase in
the carrier mobility, which was more than one order magnitude
higher than that in the bulk state (1a⊃PMPrS: μ = 3.0 × 10−2

cm2 V−1 s−1, 1b⊃PMPrS: 1.5 × 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1, bulk PMPrS:
1.0 × 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1). Host 1 did not give any transient
photoconductivity signals, confirming that the high carrier
mobility in 1⊃PMPrS resulted from the single polysilane chains
accommodated in 1 (Figure S8). In the solid state, the charge
transport takes place through not only intrachain but also
interchain hopping.29,58 The higher carrier mobility of PMPrS
in 1 should originate from the elimination of slower interchain
hopping because of the single-chain manner.
Single polysilane chains in 1a and 1b represented the

different conformations, which would affect its carrier transport
property because the dominant process of charge carrier
transport in polysilanes is the hopping of holes between
domain-like subunits long the Si chain whose size is influenced
by the backbone conformation.59,60 In our system, the carrier
mobility of PMPrS chains in 1a was higher, probably because of
the more linearly extended conformation of PMPrS in 1a than
that in 1b (Figure 6). This result indicated that properties of
polysilanes can be modulated even in a single-chain manner.
Here, in case of the confinement of a charge carrier in a
conjugated backbone unit with the persistence length, the
following equation gives an estimate of the local dislocation Δx
of charge carriers induced by the electric field of the microwave
in alternating current mode with the frequency f, where kB and e
are Boltzmann’s constant and an elementary charger,
respectively.

μ= Δ =
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟q x

k T
fe
B

1/2

(2)

On the basis of the obtained values of local hole mobility along
PMPrS backbone in the nanopores of 1a and 1b, the derived
values of the dislocation were proved to be 0.88 and 1.53 nm,
respectively. These values are longer than the persistence length
of PMPrS reported as q ∼ 0.4 nm, which suggested that the
confinement of polymer chain is also an effective method for
the enhancement of the carrier transport properties.61

UV Stability of PMPrS in 1. Stability to UV light of
polysilanes is important for optoelectrical applications;
however, polysilanes are sensitive to ultraviolet light.62 UV
irradiation induces the destruction of σ-conjugation resulting
from the breaking of Si−Si bonds and the accompanying
incorporation of oxygen into the silicon structures. After UV
irradiation, the UV absorption spectrum of neat PMPrS
underwent a drastic change. The peak intensity at 302 nm
decreased because of the formation of the oxygen adducts. In
addition, the molecular weight of PMPrS decreased after UV
irradiation for 24 h, which suggested that the silylene extrusion
also occurred to shorten the chain length (Figure S9).63 The
photostability of PMPrS constrained in the pores was
investigated by exposing 1⊃PMPrS to UV light. PMPrS was
extracted with hexane after dissolving 1 in 0.05 M Na4-EDTA
solution for the UV measurement. In highly contrast to the case
of bulk PMPrS, the UV spectra of PMPrS isolated from
1⊃PMPrS showed that the peak at 302 nm was unchanged,
indicating the complete maintenance of σ-conjugation system
(Figure 7). Moreover, it was notable that there was no change

in molecular weight of PMPrS after UV irradiation (Figure S9).
These results indicate that the Si−Si bond was maintained. The
increased photostability makes the PCP−polymer hybrids good
candidates for improving the performance of optoelectronic
devices.
To investigate the reason for the enhancement of the

photostability of PMPrS in the nanopores, a TAS measurement
was carried out on 1a⊃PMPrS after 355 nm laser pulse
exposure. In the transient absorption spectrum, a broad peak
could be observed around 450 nm, probably because of the
generation of silylene or silyl radicals (Figure S10).64 These are
highly unstable species that readily react with alcohols and even
atmospheric oxygen.33,34,64 In fact, this peak disappeared after
the addition of methanol as a quencher of these species (Figure

Figure 6. Transient conductivities observed for 1a⊃PMPrS (blue) and
1b⊃PMPrS (red). The transients were recorded under 355 nm laser
pulse excitation at 1.0 × 1016 photons cm−2.

Figure 7. UV spectra of bulk PMPrS (black), bulk PMPrS after UV
irradiation (green), and PMPrS extracted from 1a⊃PMPrS (red) and
1b⊃PMPrS (blue) after UV irradiation. ε: molar absorption coefficient
per Si unit. Solvent: hexane.
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S10). However, the UV spectra of 1⊃PMPrS showed that the
Si−Si bond in PMPrS was retained even after UV irradiation,
suggesting that polysilane chains in 1 are not susceptible to
attack by atmospheric oxygen, compared with bulk polysilane.14

In fact, 1⊃PMPrS showed a negligible amount of oxygen
adsorption at 298 K, where the ratio of adsorbed oxygen to
1⊃PMPrS was <10−5 wt %. From the obtained results, we
could deduce that transient species, generated by cleavage of
the Si−Si bond after UV irradiation, were stabilized in the
nanopores because of protection from oxygen molecules, which
led to recombination of the Si−Si bond. Also, the suppression
of the silylene extrusion in the nanopores due to the steric
hindrance would attribute to maintain the chain length.
Therefore, the confinement of polymer chains in the pores
could be considered to be an important key for the
enhancement of photostability.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Understanding the properties of single polymer chains is
important because of their potential application as molecular-
based devices. In this work, we have demonstrated a facile
methodology for elucidating the confinement effect on the
properties of single polysilane chains with conductivity by using
PCPs as a host. Single polysilane chains confined in the
nanospaces showed higher values of charge carrier mobility
than that of bulk polysilane because of elimination of the slow
interchain carrier hopping. In addition, the conformation of the
polysilane chains could be controlled, depending on the pore
size, which allowed to manipulate precisely the carrier transport
property of polysilanes even in the single-chain manner.
Polysilane confined in the PCPs exhibited highly improved
photostability compared with neat polysilane. These results
illustrate that the nanoconfinement of polymer chains is a key
strategy for improving the properties. We believe that these
findings will contribute not only to significant progress in
understanding intrinsic properties of conductive polymers but
also to the preparation of a variety of advanced nanocomposite
materials based on PCPs and functional polymers.
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